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ABSTRACT
Automated platoons can allow vehicles to travel safely at close proximities, can
prevent traffic congestion and most importantly can improve average fuel economy.
Aerodynamic drag is a significant source of energy dissipation in tractor-trailers,
accounting for as much as 20% of energy lost at high speeds. Despite a growing interest in
automation techniques, few studies exist on truck platoons with a focus on vehicle ordering
and spacing. Reducing the drag force on vehicle bodies by minimizing the coefficient of
drag offers an effective way to maximize their fuel efficiency.
In this work, experiments are conducted to estimate the drag coefficient of 2- and
3-member platoon combinations of medium-duty Volvo VNL-300 day cab trucks. The
relative drag of the leading, middle and trailing trucks is compared by recording the axial
drag forces on 1/64 scale models in a wind tunnel. The average drag coefficient ratio shows
us that drag-reductions of around 36% are possible at distances of 3m for full-scale 2-truck
platoons. The analyzed result helps engineers understand the fundamental tradeoff between
platoon spacing and fuel savings. The proposed solution offers greater incentive to test fullscale vehicles in a real highway environment. Such a development can greatly reduce the
carbon footprint of these vehicles in addition to reducing fuel costs.
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Introduction
Motivation
As the number of vehicles on U.S. roadways continues to increase steadily, several
disregarded factors have recently come into focus. Issues such as road congestion, vehicle
safety, fuel consumption, and environmental impact all need to be addressed as more
advanced motorways and transportation systems develop [1]. In particular, an increase in
freight transport poses an emerging threat to several countries worldwide as road capacities
are beginning to reach their maximum utilization. This problem calls for a method to reduce
congestion through optimal utilization of the available road space.
Additionally, traffic accidents lead to almost 1.3 million deaths and another 50
million injuries worldwide each year [2] . According to the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration, crashes in the US translate to around $250 billion if losses in
productivity, emergency services and legal costs are included. The majority of these
accidents can be attributed to errors in human input and judgment. It follows that a
significant portion of these losses can be avoided through a shift to advanced driver
assistance systems (ADAS) or by making vehicles completely autonomous [3].
A rising number of vehicles also endangers the environment, with almost 27% of
emissions (amounting to 1778 metric tons of CO2) being produced exclusively by the
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transport industry in 2015 [4]. Since transportation sector emissions are directly linked to
fuel production and consumption in automobiles, reducing the amount of fuel consumed
promises to counteract the effect of an increase in the number of vehicles.
Truck platooning allows the automotive industry to tackle the issues listed above.
Platooning involves a series of vehicles equipped with self-driving technology that are
intentionally driven with very close spacing to reduce aerodynamic drag. Consistent
vehicle spacing is enabled through a combination of radar, GPS, and near-range
communication systems so that position and braking decisions of a lead vehicle are
communicated to the following members of the platoon.

Although the industry is still

years away from unattended convoys travelling across the country, several automanufacturers such as Daimler, Volvo and Scania have already tested manned platoons as
a part of the EU Truck Platooning Challenge. Road tests have confirmed that platooning
allows for a tighter formation, reduction in congestion as well as lower fuel usage and
reduced CO2 emissions [5].
In the U.S., single unit and combination trucks together consume approximately
165 billion liters of diesel fuel and produce approximately 440 million metric tons of CO2
annually [6]. Across the two vehicle platforms, a 10% improvement in fuel saving will
translate to 16.5 billion liters of fuel/year and 44 million metric tons CO2 /year. Financially,
these savings represent $16.3 billion for fuel based on $0.99/liter and $1.06 billion for CO2
based on a cost of $24/metric ton CO2.
In the following chapters, the argument is made that these savings are realistic
because aerodynamic losses account for 15-20% of the energy losses in tractor-trailers and
make up the second-highest source of energy dissipation after engine heat. In general, the
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mechanical losses in the system vary linearly with vehicle speed [7]. At 53 km/h the power
required to overcome mechanical resistance is approximately double that required to
overcome aerodynamic drag. At 80 km/h, the power necessary to overcome aerodynamic
drag is roughly equal to the mechanical losses, and for higher vehicle speeds the
aerodynamic losses dominate. Table 1 shows us that for high-speed automated highway
systems even greater savings might be possible in the future.

Table 1. Linear Variation of Aerodynamic and Mechanical losses in Medium and
Heavy Duty Vehicles [7]
Vehicle Speed (km/h)

Aerodynamic Loss

Rolling and Accessory Loss

32

28%

72%

53

33%

66%

64

36%

64%

80

50%

50%

96

62%

38%

105

67%

33%

113

70%

30%
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Problem Statement
The goal of this project is to increase fuel savings through a reduction in
aerodynamic drag. The engineering objective is to quantify the tradeoff between vehicle
spacing and safety through an experimental examination of different platoon
configurations. The objective is achieved by measuring the drag coefficients of downscaled
medium-duty trucks in a wind tunnel.

Organization
The remainder of this thesis follows a chronological methodology with regard to
the research conducted. Chapter 2 examines the existing literature specific to both car and
truck convoys as well as previously used methods of wind tunnel testing. Chapter 3 defines
the experimental measurement approach towards the solution to this problem, including
the setups for initial and final tests. Chapter 4 describes the testing process and the data
collected. This data is analyzed in Chapter 5 to reflect upon our findings for both 2- and 3member platoons. Finally, Chapter 6 presents a summary of results and conclusions.
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Literature Review
This chapter explains the objectives, methodology, and limitations of previous
studies conducted to measure drag on vehicles. Although an experimental approach has
been used in a majority of the studies, some effort has been made in prior research to
estimate drag and model the air wake using numerical analysis and data structures through
the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software.

Drag on a Minivan Platoon
This section presents one of the earliest successful attempts to quantify the drag
reduction in platoons through a relatively simple vehicle shape. The first major
comprehensive study to measure the performance of a vehicle platoon was performed as a
part of the California PATH project at UC Berkeley and University of Southern California.
This study tried to quantify the behavior of drag as a function of vehicle spacing. Drag was
measured on 1/8 scale models of a 1991 GM Lumina APV minivan. This specific vehicle
was chosen because of its strongly raked windshield and blunt base likely to minimize flow
separation due to sharp features [8]. The models were casted and mold-created using
stereolithography (SLA), a form of 3-D printing. An image of these models has been
included in Figure 1 for reference.
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Figure 1. A 3-member platoon mounted on the ground at an angle of 10 degrees with
respect to the axis of the wind tunnel [9].

A force balance was used to measure axial and side forces as well as the yawing
moment on each member of the platoon. The results showed a reduction in the average
drag as a function of both inter-vehicle spacing and the number of vehicles. Specifically,
the average drag coefficient was found to be 45% less than the coefficient of the whole
platoon for spacing of 0.1 to 0.3 vehicle lengths. The forces were also measured at different
values of the Reynolds number (Re) to account for changes in this dimensionless quantity.
Although the project also tripped the boundary layer to prevent boundary layer separation,
minimal sensitivity to this effect was discovered for the given Re range. Figure 2 shows
the drag ratio of each vehicle as a function of spacing in vehicle lengths.
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Figure 2. Drag ratio of a 3-member platoon of minivans as a function of vehicle
spacing. The behavior of drag increases in complexity with the number of vehicles [9].

A follow-up study was conducted to measure forces on the same set of vehicles in
a crosswind. The crosswind was simulated by yawing the platoon 10° from axis of wind
tunnel. The spacing was varied from 0 to 0.72 vehicle lengths for both symmetric and
asymmetric combinations. The study observed that the average axial force coefficient
reduced by 39% for a single yawed vehicle [9]. While this thesis does not attempt to
measure the side force and yaw moment, an estimate of the expected reduction in the axial
drag coefficient ratio can be found in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Variation of axial forces for symmetric spacing [10].

The plots shows that the trailing vehicle experiences the greatest axial drag force
for all spacings tested. Also, the variation in force for the leading vehicle as a function of
spacing between the leading and middle vehicle was found to be independent of the
position of the third vehicle.

Drag on a Truck Platoon
Drag has also been measured on truck platoons using simulations and track tests in
the past. Electronically coupled trucks (using a tow bar) have been used to measure fuel
consumption in heavy duty trucks (Mercedes Benz Actros) at close spacing [10]. The
experiment was carried out on a test track with constant velocities and a range of spacing
from 6 m to 16 m. As expected, the closely-spaced trucks experienced considerable fuel
savings compared to their operation in isolation. Specifically, at a spacing of 10m (around
half the truck length) and a velocity of 80 km/h, the reduction in fuel consumption was
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measured to be 21 percent for the trailing truck which had a total weight of 28 metric tons.
The results were extrapolated for other vehicle weights and the fuel consumption was
converted to the coefficient of drag using a mathematical model. The study concluded that
the fuel consumption generally decreases as spacing decreases. The lead truck also
consumed less fuel by around 7 percent at the given spacing and velocity. At spacing closer
than 10m, however, no significant reduction was observed for the trailing truck. The fuel
consumption reduction and drag coefficient reduction as a function vehicle spacing can be
found in Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

Figure 4. Measured fuel consumption reduction for the lead truck at different masses.
The consumption was measured at 28t and extrapolated to two more cases [10].
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Figure 5. Drag coefficient reduction for experimental trucks. A mathematical model
was used to obtain the coefficient from fuel consumption [10].

Drag on a Representative Car Shape (Ahmed Body)
An Ahmed body is a widely-used model used to represent ground vehicles in wind
tunnel tests. A study conducted at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology in
Australia considered drag and lift data for two co-linear Ahmed bodies with 30o slant back
angles. Figure 6 shows the test models.

Figure 6. Sample drafting arrangement of two co-linear Ahmed bodies [11].
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In this study, the vehicle spacing was varied throughout a much larger range from
0.1 to 4.0 vehicle lengths. Surprisingly, a significant increase in drag force was found for
the rear model for spacing between 0.1 to 1.0 vehicle lengths when compared to an isolated
model. However, as the spacing was increased, the drag eventually decreased to below that
of the isolated case [11]. The drag coefficient for the isolated Ahmed body was found to
be 0.32. A graphical representation of these findings can be found in Figure 7. These
results, while surprising in the drag increase during very close spacing, do not give an
accurate estimate of the drag force experienced by a truck. This assertion arises from the
fact that the drag force experienced by the trailing vehicle was attributed to vortices created
due to the back-slant angle of the representative body, and such slant angles currently do
not exist on trucks.

Figure 7. Drag penalty experienced by an Ahmed body at close spacings [11].

A popular technique in fluid dynamics involves the use of mathematical models to
study turbulence in CFD software. Large Eddy Simulation (LES) reduces the
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computational cost of simulating complicated Navier-Stokes equations by ignoring the
smallest length scales. After the study on Ahmed bodies by Watkins and Vino at RMIT,
further interest developed in close distance interactions of Ahmed bodies. Mirzaei and
Krajnović at the Chalmers University of Technology in Sweden simulated drag for two
Ahmed bodies with a slant angle of 25◦ and for three inter-vehicle distances, d∕L = 0.3, 0.5
and 1. They found that platooning had a negative effect on the follower (for d/L = 0.5) to
the point where the drag increase was higher than the vehicle in isolation [12]. Increasing
the inter-vehicle spacing from this point onward (to d/L = 1) increased the drag value of
the leader and decreased the drag value of the follower. Two-dimensional contours and
three-dimensional contours can help one understand this change in flow structure. The
averaged pressure contours and streamlines showing the variation in spacing can be found
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Averaged Pressure Contours and Streamlines for three vehicle distances.
The flow structure changes significantly when the spacing is increased from d/L = 0.3
(b) and (c) to d/L = 1 (f) and (g) [12].

The review of the literature help us make several informed decisions to improve our testing
methodology. For example, our project does not include tripping the boundary layer
through suction or serrated tape. The relatively simple previous vehicle models also
encouraged us to use detailed models that closely imitate a real truck. The selection process
has been described in Chapter 3.
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Test Apparatus and Aerodynamic Considerations
Vehicle Models
The project began with the selection of the scale of vehicle models to be tested, a
task dependent on the availability of both scale vehicles and ability to access a large wind
tunnel. After accounting for size of the wind tunnel section, the models were chosen to
prevent significant blockage effects and to allow the wake behind and after the platoon to
develop completely. These tests have been conducted on three 1:64 scale diecast models
of Volvo VNL 300 day-cab tractors and trailers. Figure 9 shows a side-view of the truck
model, placed on the tunnel base.

Figure 9. Side-view of the 1:64 scale die cast truck model
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Wind Tunnel
The experiments were conducted in a low-speed wind tunnel, located in 105
Engineering Unit C, at the Pennsylvania State University, University Park. For the
requirements of this project, the wind tunnel previously used for suspended dust studies
had to be repurposed to develop and accommodate an apparatus to measure force on truck
models. The available wind tunnel is one of three wind tunnels available at the university
and was chosen because of the long length of its test section. A core requirement of the
setup was adjustability in terms of the spacing between vehicles and this was kept in mind
while developing the apparatus.
The wind tunnel has a 0.308 m high, 0.470 m wide and 3.05m m long, rectangular
test section. A schematic diagram can be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Dimensions of the Wind Tunnel used to run the experiments.
The wind tunnel uses a rotating knob to make speed adjustments from a scale of 0
to 10. The wind speed for these settings ranges from 0 to approximately 26 m/s. To relate
the knob setting to a speed setting, the tunnel was calibrated before the experiment began.
The free stream velocity curve was found to be linear and can be seen in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Free Stream Velocity at Ten In-Plane Locations.

A setting of 7 (out of 10) was chosen for the experiments. This translates to
approximately 22.5m/s. A relatively high-speed setting provided a high Reynolds number
during our experiments, which is required to achieve flow similarity. This requirement is
explained in the next section.

Tunnel Base Modifications
The original, existing wind tunnel base consisted of an approximately half-inch
thick Plexiglas base. Several modifications were needed to allow a test setup to operate in
the tunnel without obstruction to the wind flow. The construction of this base has been
described in detail in the section titled ‘Elimination of Friction Error’ later in the chapter.
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As the existing base was being used for other experiments, a new base was designed
in SolidWorks and the design was laser cut at the Bernard M. Gordon Learning Factory at
Penn State University. The previous one piece sheet was replaced by a 5-piece sheet to
allow for portability and ease of installation. The base was constructed using two layers of
acrylic sheets that were screwed in at the edges to maintain stability during operation. An
appropriate countersink was created on the drill sites to ensure that the screws were flush
with surface and did not create any hindrance to the flow. A silicon based sealant was used
at the end so that no air leaks were present on the surface. Figure 12 shows the cut-out
through which the new experimental base was installed at the tunnel.

Figure 12. The modified laser cut base installed at the wind tunnel facility.
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Flow Similarity
The first step in achieving similarity during testing of wind tunnels models is to
achieve geometric similarity with the models. The choice of truck models directly affects
this factor. This experiment was able to closely match the actual shape and dimension ratios
by choosing a die cast model of the Volvo VNL 300 day-cab trucks.
The second step is to achieve similarity in dimensionless quantities through a
matched Reynolds number, given by:
𝑅𝑒 =

𝑈𝐿
𝜈

where U is the free stream velocity, L is the length of the vehicle and 𝜈 is the kinematic
viscosity of air. The Reynolds number was calculated for two cases – experimental and
real flow and compared to check for similarity. This calculation can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. Incomplete Reynolds number similarity.
Velocity

Length

Kinematic

Reynolds

(m/s)

(m)

Viscosity (m2/s)

Number

Real Flow

22.5

19.2

1.5*10-5

2.88*107

Experimental

22.5

0.30

1.5*10-5

4.50*105

Flow
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Table 2 shows that the Reynolds number for the experimental flow is much lower
than the Reynolds number for real flow. The experimental flow still provides a realistic
simulation of the flow conditions, however, as the Reynolds number in both these cases is
high enough that the viscous forces are dominated by the inertia forces [13].

Boundary Layer and Blockage Effects
During wind tunnel testing, a boundary layer is formed due to the relative motion
of the air stream and the stationary ground surface. For the range of Reynolds numbers
used in this study, a turbulent boundary layer forms that increases with distance along the
test section. Previous studies in the literature show multiple attempts to correct for the
effect of the boundary layer in wind tunnel experiments. While some studies have used
raised surfaces, or serrated tape, others have used suction-enabled surfaces [14] and porous
ground planes [8] to reduce the effect of the boundary layer. However, it was observed that
there was no significant impact on the force readings before and after these corrections
were applied. Hence, for this study we have chosen to neglect the effect of the boundary
layer, while allowing enough space before and after the trucks for the wake to fully
develop.
Another limitation that is often corrected for before wind tunnel tests is the
blockage effect. This correction is needed to discount significant disturbance of the tunnel
flow because of interaction with the blunt body models. The blockage ratio formula, along
with numerical values for this experiment, is given by:
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𝐵𝑅 =

(𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙)
(𝐶𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)

=

0.043 𝑚∗0.035𝑚
0.308𝑚 ∗ 0.470𝑚

= 0.01039

Generally, a blockage ratio of 5% is accepted during wind tunnel tests and only ratios
higher than these need to be corrected for, to obtain valid experimental results. In the
experiments in this thesis, this blockage ratio is very close to 1%. Therefore, any blockage
errors can safety be neglected.

Force Sensors
Several instruments can be used to measure aerodynamic forces on the vehicle
models. The most popular instrument is a force balance. In a previously examined study,
the JR3-160M six-component balance was used [11]. Multiple components can be used to
measure the drag, lift and side forces as well as the yaw, roll and pitch moments exerted
on the body. However, for the studies in this thesis, a one-component force balance satisfies
the requirement of measuring the drag force. Initially, an electronic force balance in the
form of a strain gage was considered to measure the forces on the subject. Although
mechanical balances in the form of spring gages have been used in the past, they present
some disadvantages over electrical instruments. For example, high forces are often required
to initiate a mechanical balance measurement, significantly reducing the accuracy and
sensitivity of the device for the smaller vehicle prototypes necessary for the platooning
situations considered in this thesis. Further, repeated loading cycles can also cause fatigue
in the springs, thus affecting the repeatability of the measurements.
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Another option that was considered was that of a force-sensitive resistor (FSR),
which has a variable resistance as a function of the applied pressure. When a force is
applied to an FSR, it deforms the resistive element against a flexible substrate. Although
FSRs are operationally similar to strain gauges, a few differences exist. The major
difference is that a strain gauge’s back deforms along with the resistive element, while this
does not happen in the case of an FSR. Thus, FSRs work best when there are fixed to a
stable, flat smooth surface [15].
However, FSR devices have a lower accuracy than a strain gauge and were
abandoned in this research for another variation that exists in the form of capacitive force
sensors. Capacitive force sensing technology is functionally close to an FSR but allows for
even higher sensitivity and better repeatability. For this research, multiple SingleTact
capacitive sensors were purchased for both 1N and 10N ranges. These sensors were chosen
due a high accuracy as compared to other thin film force sensors and a repeatability error
of less than 1%, as claimed in the manufacturer specification. The sensors are also only
0.35mm thick and thus fit behind the test platform without creating any significant air gap.
These sensors were connected to an Arduino UNO microcontroller and embedded into the
system through an open-source Arduino code. This code can be found in Appendix A.
In a capacitive sensor, much like an FSR, the sensor’s output varies according to
the pressure that is applied on the surface as opposed to the force. Therefore, it is important
that the force be evenly distributed on the entire active area of the device. Careful attention
was paid to this requirement and a force distributor was used both while calibrating the
sensor and while collecting data during the experiments. Figure 13 shows the temporary
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rubber distributor as a part of the calibration setup. This distributor was later replaced by a
3D printed part to improve the data quality.

Figure 13. Setup used to calibrate the SingleTact force sensor. Test weights were
placed on the temporary rubber weight distributor (orange).

Elimination of Friction Error
In wind tunnel tests, model support systems are used to rigidly position the vehicle
models. These systems can influence the aerodynamic performance of these models. In
order to improve the quality of data, efforts were needed to minimize the interference from
the support. By setting the apparatus below the surface of the tunnel, one can eliminate
most interference. However, errors due to friction still continue the data measurements.
Static friction exists between any two surfaces that are at rest relative to each other. The
maximum possible static friction occurs right before sliding begins and is given by:
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𝑓𝑠, 𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜇𝑠𝐹𝑁
Where 𝑓𝑠 is the force due to static friction, 𝜇𝑠 is the coefficient of static friction and 𝐹𝑁
is the normal force due to the weight of the object.
In the tests performed in this thesis, the static friction force must be overcome by
the applied drag force before the truck models can move. A review of the literature showed
that the expected amount of force on a 1:64 vehicle model is expected to be under 1 N. For
this force magnitude, the static friction is significant assuming a coefficient of static friction
of 0.20 between the acrylic sheet and truck model. In other words, most of the apparent
drag force could be lost to static friction if this were not somehow eliminated or corrected
for.
Several ideas were considered to eliminate this source of error in the force
measurement. The first one concept was to use a linear stage with sliding bearings, on
which the truck model could be mounted. A prototype of this concept was created on
SolidWorks and can be found in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. CAD model of the linear guide setup initially proposed to conduct the
experiment.

As a next step, real rails were fit with sliding parts to test the proposed concept.
However, it was noted that the drop in friction was not enough to sufficiently eliminate the
static friction error in drag measurements. This inadequacy was attributed to the relative
position of the axes of the rails. It must be ensured that the rails are completely parallel to
minimize the force of friction. However, this requirement was hard to fulfill, and thus the
idea was abandoned in favor of the current concept.
The final concept utilizes a water bearing to further reduce the force of friction. The
setup was implemented using a tank filled with water that was placed outside the wind
tunnel. Then, multiple layers of Styrofoam were cut to the required size and glued together.
The Styrofoam was finally sandwiched between an acrylic sheet at the top and a metallic
sheet at the bottom. The top acrylic layer faced the inside of the tunnel and was chosen due
to its smooth surface. The use of a smooth surface was chosen to prevent the addition of
skin drag during experiments. The bottom metallic layer served a dual purpose to increase
the weight of the platform to prevent lift and also to increase its stability by increasing the
inertia of the platform. This setup was placed in the tank and the level of water was adjusted
until the top surface holding the test vehicles reached the required height. The essence of
this floating-platform idea is that opposing viscous forces in fluids depend on the velocity
of the moving object and therefore should be zero for a stationary floating platform when
the force reading is taken. The final test setup is present below the trailing truck in Figure
15.
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Figure 15. Final test setup with a water bearing below the trailing truck.
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Data Collection and Methodology
Sensor Performance
The SingleTact force sensor chosen for this experiment has certain advantages and
limitations that need to be stated before one can establish confidence in the data collected.
For this purpose information was obtained from the technical specification available from
the manufacturer and certain characteristics were verified to ensure that the sensor operates
in the recommended range. The sensor has an update frequency of greater than 300 Hz and
has an analog output that ranges between 0.5 to 1.5 V. An Input voltage of 5 V was used
from an Arduino UNO microcontroller. Further specifications can be found in Table 3
below.
Table 3. Relevant electronic specifications of the force sensor.
Update Rate

>300 Hz

Analog Out

0.5-1.5 V

Digital Interface

I2C (100 kHz)

Supply Voltage

3.7-12 V

Input Current

2.5 mA (running at 3MHz)

Typical Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)

500:1

Force Resolution

<0.2% of Full Scale

Typical Repeatability Error

<1.0% (1 sigma of Full Scale)
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Linearity Error

<2.0%

Hysteresis

<4.0%

Response Time

< 1 ms (measured using Oscilloscope)

The output range of the sensor varies from 0 to 511. Up to 3 times the recommended
full scale range in both the negative and over pressure regions still constitute safe regions
for operation even though the accuracy and repeatability suffer in these regions. Figure 16
shows the valid output range as well as the over and negative pressure regions.

Figure 16. Valid output range for the force sensor in both tension and compression.
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Calibration Procedure
The uncertainty in the data measurements can be minimized by calibrating the
sensors through known test masses. The test setup shown in Figure 13 earlier was used to
record the output for pre-measured weights. Five readings were collected for a range of
weights from 10 to 100 g in 10 g increments. The data was further analyzed to find the
mean, median and standard deviation of the readings. Two standard deviations are used in
each direction to plot the vertical error bars seen in Figure 17. The figure also shows the
best-fit equation to the data points. This equation has been used in Chapter 5 to calculate
the force in Newtons from the raw output data. It is observed that the best-fit is a linear line
that is typical of calibrated sensors.
400
y = 3.2667x + 13.733
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Figure 17. Calibrated Output of the 1N sensor. The data points represent the median
of five readings at each test mass.
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Measurement Procedure
The data collection process was divided into two cases for the 2-truck platoon and
three cases for the 3-truck platoon. Force measurements were collected on each individual
vehicle in the platoon. These positions are labelled as the leading, middle (for 3-truck
platoon) and trailing cases. The data was collected in one continuous session for the 2-truck
platoon and another session for the 3-truck platoon to avoid repeatability errors within the
same configuration.
The sensor is zeroed at the start of each case to prevent an error due to the existence
of baseline value in the absence of force. The output trace is also observed and tested at the
start of the experiment to ensure it meets the required performance specifications. A typical
response for varying values of forces can be seen in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Typical output response observed at the start of each test case upon
gradual loading of the sensor.
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One can observe that the output consistently returns to zero upon unloading the
sensor. Low levels of noise are also seen on static cases of no load (when the wind tunnel
is not operating). However, Figure 19 shows higher levels of noise in practice when the
sensor is operated even at a relatively low speed wind-tunnel setting of around 12 m/s. The
noise continues to increase with wind speed, adding to the length of error bars in the 3truck case.

Figure 19. Output for a test run at 4/10 speed setting (11.5 m/s) on a 3-member
platoon.
After ensuring adequate performance, the first set of data was recorded for the base
plate in isolation at the two test speeds of 11.5 m/s and 22.5 m/s. This test allowed
verification that the sensor did not show a noticeable response to the plate alone, but it was
zeroed again nevertheless. The software’s ‘Update Baseline’ button was used for this
purpose to subtract the mean value of the data from each reading.
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The next step involved fixing the truck firmly to the floating platform. Small pieces
of reusable tack/putty were used at key points along the base of the truck. This method
provided a strong fix to the plate and also allowed us to re-adjust the position of the truck
to ensure that the floating surface remained parallel to the acrylic base. The water level was
also re-adjusted to maintain the correct height. A data reading was collected on the single
truck for the two speed settings and has been used in Chapter 5 to calculate 𝐶𝑑 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 . The
other trucks in the platoon were also similarly attached to the Plexiglas using putty. The
positions of these trucks is defined as the distance between the tail of the leading truck and
the nose of the trailing truck. It is measured on the centerline from the rear bumper of the
lead truck to the front bumper of the trail truck and then divided by the length of the truck
model (32.4cm) for normalization.
For the 3-truck case, this position was varied symmetrically so that the distance
between the leading and middle truck was equal to the distance between the middle and
trailing truck. A metric ruler with a smallest measurement of one millimeter was used to
position the trucks. This one millimeter quantity has been used as the one-sigma
uncertainty in our measurements at each end to create the horizontal error bars in the drag
ratio vs. vehicle spacing plots seen in Chapter 5. It must be noted that a thirty second
window was allowed for the data stream to stabilize before it was recorded. While only 60
readings were collected for the 2-truck case, around 900 measurements have been collected
for the 3-truck platoon at each spacing. A large number of readings allows us to record and
compute a better standard deviation for the drag coefficients and ensure a 95% confidence
interval.
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Analysis of 2 and 3-Truck Platoons
2-Truck Platoon
Figure 20 shows the change in drag ratio of each truck in the 2-truck platoon as a
function of the vehicle spacing using the test setup. The Cd of each member has been
normalized by dividing it by 𝐶𝑑 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , which is defined as the coefficient of drag for an
isolated model in the tunnel. The use of a normalized drag ratio allows us to reduce the
effect of sensor repeatability errors as well as the change in drag due to unnoticeable
differences in the longitudinal location of the truck. Using the drag ratio instead of the drag
force or the coefficient of drag also allows us to account for the complete lack of geometric
similarity and surface detail [8].
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Figure 20. Drag ratios for a 2-truck platoon at 22.5 m/s compared with the literature.

The data points in Figure 20 show the average of 60 data values at each spacing.
The error bars in the vertical direction show two standard deviations in each direction, thus
giving us a reliable estimate of the error with a 95% confidence level. The horizontal error
bars show twice the minimum measureable quantity on the ruler (i.e. 2-sigma bounds), as
explained in the previous chapter.
One can observe several qualitative features from the above plot. The coefficient
of drag ratio decreases consistently with decreasing vehicle distances between 1 and 0.1
vehicle lengths. At around 0.8 vehicle lengths, the drag ratio for the lead truck stabilizes to
0.88. Beyond this point, increasing the spacing does not significantly reduce the drag on
the lead vehicle. Extrapolating these results suggests that a decrease in the drag coefficient
might still exist for greater vehicle spacing. However, more data points are needed to
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comment on the spacing at which the lead vehicle is completely unaffected by platooning.
Configurations with greater spacing were not tested due to the restrictions set by the length
of the wind tunnel test section.

Averaged Drag Coefficient for the Platoon
One can better characterize the performance of a platoon by calculating a platoonaveraged drag coefficient ratio. This quantity is defined as:

𝐶𝑑,𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐶𝑑 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑛

𝐶𝑑 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑜𝑛,𝑖
1
= ∑
𝑛
𝐶𝑑 𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑
𝑖=1

The above ratio allows us to study the combined benefit of platooning through an overall
drag reduction. Figure 21 shows us the platoon-averaged drag coefficient ratio as a function
of spacing in vehicle lengths. An effective standard deviation of the mean has been
calculated by adding the standard deviations in quadrature. This quantity was multiplied
by two to get a 95% confidence interval in the error bars.
𝛿𝜎 = √ (𝛿𝜎𝑥 )2 + (𝛿𝜎𝑦 )
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑟 = 2 ∗ 𝛿𝜎

2
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Figure 21. Average drag for a 2-truck platoon at 22.5 m/s

These results illustrate that at the closest spacing (approximately 3 meters for fullscale trucks), the drag is only 63.3% of the value experienced by an isolated truck. Even at
a ‘safer’ spacing of 0.3 vehicle lengths (approximately 6 meters for a full-scale truck), the
platoon only experiences 69.8% of the isolated drag. Platooning can easily be implemented
within this range, and hence considerable savings are possible even for a 2-truck platoon.
Extrapolation to a larger number of vehicles is expected to result in a lower average drag
coefficient ratio; however we are unable to verify this due to a lack of sufficient data points
for the trailing truck in the 3-member platoon described in the next section.
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3-Truck Platoon
Figure 22 shows the change in drag ratio of each truck in the 3-truck platoon as a
function of vehicle spacing. Data for the lead and middle trucks was collected at similar
distances as the 2-truck case. However, only three distances were collected for the trail
truck. This limitation arises from the fact that two more trucks could not be accommodated
at greater distances due to the position of the floating platform and the limited length of the
test section. It must also be noted that these tests were conducted using a new (but identical)
sensor due to the failure of the previous one. This change resulted in slightly higher noise
than in prior readings.

Figure 22. Drag ratios for a 3-truck platoon at 11.5 m/s
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These results show that the drag behavior becomes significantly more complex with
the addition of just one more vehicle. In general, the middle truck experiences lower drag
force than the leading truck. The trailing truck seems to experience even less drag, although
more data points are needed to confirm the observation. However, the trend in this case is
not always increasing like for the 2-truck platoon. One can notice two ‘valleys’ in the drag
ratio around spacing of 0.5 and 0.8 vehicle lengths for the lead vehicle. Similar valleys
exist for the middle truck at 0.3 and 0.8 vehicle lengths. In Figure 23, for a faster speed of
22.5 m/s, one can observe that the general trend remains the same.

Figure 23. Drag ratios for a 3-truck platoon at 22.5 m/s
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There is a noticeable drop in the magnitude of the valley regions in the previous
case for the lead vehicle. In case of the middle vehicle, the second valley is almost nonexistent. It is expected that the trailing vehicle will show sharper variation in drag because
of greater sensitivity to resonance in the flow field [8]. More data points between the
calculated distances can help us calculate the gradients in these regions and model an
accurate control system that dictates the position of a truck in an automated platoon.
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Conclusions
Platooning allows for a tighter formation, reduction in congestion as well as lower
fuel usage and reduced CO2 emissions. This thesis explores the effect of vehicle spacing
on aerodynamic drag in medium-duty truck platoons. Volvo VNL 300 day cab truck
models are tested in a low-speed wind tunnel to quantify the reduction in the coefficient of
drag ratio at varying truck spacing. A novel technique is used to measure this drag using
capacitive force sensors on a floating platform. The floating platform acts as a water
bearing and significantly reduces the error in drag measurement due to static friction.
Analysis of the coefficient of drag ratio for a 2-truck platoon shows that the ratio
decreases consistently with decreasing vehicle distances between 1 and 0.1 vehicle lengths.
At around 0.8 vehicle lengths, the drag ratio for the lead truck stabilizes to 0.88. Beyond
this point, increasing the spacing does not significantly reduce the drag on the lead vehicle.
The average drag coefficient ratio shows us that savings around 36% are possible at
distances of 3m for full-scale platoons. For 3-truck platoons, the drag behavior is more
complicated with the formation of valleys at 0.5 and 0.8 vehicle lengths for the lead vehicle,
and at 0.3 and 0.8 vehicle lengths for the middle vehicle. Further testing with more data
points, especially for the trail truck, can be used to calculate exact gradients in the
coefficient of drag ratio. Understanding these effects allows us to decide when, how and
why we should form a platoon in a highway environment. In the future, these factors can
be controlled by communication algorithms that dictate the position of its members to save
over 30% fuel for a 2-truck platoon.
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Appendix A
Arduino Code
This section contains the open source code used to run the SingleTact capacitive force sensor. This
code was modified between experiments to vary the number of raw data readings recorded into a
.csv file [16].
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------// Copyright (c) 2015 Pressure Profile Systems
//
// Licensed under the MIT license. This file may not be copied, modified, or
// distributed except according to those terms.
//---------------------------------------------------------------------------#include <Wire.h> //For I2C/SMBus
#include <Timer1.h> //For timestamp
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

CMD_READ
CMD_WRITE
CMD_TOGGLE_GPIO
CMD_WRITE_CAL
TOGGLE_ALL
TOGGLE_NONE

0x01
0x02
0x03
0x04
0x08
0x00

//Constants
//General I2C packet structure
const byte I2C_HEADER1 = 0;
const byte I2C_HEADER2 = 1;
const byte I2C_HEADER3 = 2;
const byte I2C_HEADER4 = 3;
const byte I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE = 4;
const byte I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE = 5;
const byte I2C_ID_BYTE = 6;
const byte I2C_NUM_FOOTER_BYTES = 4;
const byte I2C_TO_SENSOR_BUFFER_LENGTH = 32;
const byte I2C_TIMEOUT = 100; //100ms
//From PC
const byte I2C_FROMPC_CMD = 7;
const byte I2C_FROMPC_READWRITE_LOCATION = 8;
const byte I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE = 9;
const byte SERIAL_FROMPC_BUFFER_LENGTH = 43;
const byte MINIMUM_FROMPC_PACKETLENGTH = 13;
//I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE + 4 footer bytes
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//To PC
const byte I2C_TOPC_TIMESTAMP = 7;
const byte I2C_TOPC_NBYTES = 11;
const byte SERIAL_TOPC_BUFFER_LENGTH = 77;
// Pin 13 has an LED connected.
int led = 13;
// Pin 2, 3, 4,
int singleTact1
int singleTact2
int singleTact3
int singleTact4
int singleTact5
int singleTact6

5, 6, 7 are reserved for Power Line
= 2;
= 3;
= 4;
= 5;
= 6;
= 7;

//From Arduino to sensor
byte outgoingI2CBuffer[I2C_TO_SENSOR_BUFFER_LENGTH];
//From Arduino to PC host
byte serialToPCBuffer[SERIAL_TOPC_BUFFER_LENGTH];
byte serialToPCBufferIndex_ = 0;
//From PC host to Arduino
byte serialIncomingBuffer[SERIAL_FROMPC_BUFFER_LENGTH];
byte serialIncomingBufferIndex_ = 0;
unsigned long timeStamp_;
//Zero a buffer
void BlankBuffer(byte* buffer, byte length)
{
for(int i = 0; i < length; i++)
{
buffer[i] = 0;
}
}
void ResetSerialBuffer()
{
for(int i = 0; i < SERIAL_FROMPC_BUFFER_LENGTH; i++)
{
serialIncomingBuffer[i] = 0;
}
serialIncomingBufferIndex_ = 0;
}
void setup()
{
int i;
Wire.begin(); // join i2c bus (address optional for master)
pinMode(led, OUTPUT);
Serial.begin(115200);

// start serial for output
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Serial.flush();
pinMode(singleTact1,
pinMode(singleTact2,
pinMode(singleTact3,
pinMode(singleTact4,
pinMode(singleTact5,
pinMode(singleTact6,

OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);
OUTPUT);

BlankBuffer(outgoingI2CBuffer, I2C_TO_SENSOR_BUFFER_LENGTH);
//Never changes, so just set now
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_HEADER1] = 0xFF;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_HEADER2] = 0xFF;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_HEADER3] = 0xFF;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_HEADER4] = 0xFF;
digitalWrite(led, HIGH);
timeStamp_ = 0;
startTimer1(100); //Timer for timestamp
}
//Check the full footer
boolean Checkfooter(int endOfPacket)
{
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
if(serialIncomingBuffer[endOfPacket - i] != 0xFE)
{
return false; //Footer corrupt
}
}
return true; //Footer all good
}
//Check available header bytes (called as each one comes in, building upto 4)
boolean Checkheader(int checkMaxIndex)
{
for(int j = 0; j <= checkMaxIndex && j < 4; j ++)
{
if(serialIncomingBuffer[j] != 0xFF)
{
return false; //Header corrupt
}
}
return true; //Header all good
}
//Returns true if we have a new serial data packet, otherwise returns false
//Corrupt data is removed from buffer
boolean ProcessIncomingSerialData()
{
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byte i2cPacketLength; //Working variable
if(Serial.available() > 0)
{
//Read the new byte
serialIncomingBuffer[serialIncomingBufferIndex_] = Serial.read();
}
else
{
//No new data
return false;
}
if(false == Checkheader(serialIncomingBufferIndex_))
{
ResetSerialBuffer(); //Header not correct, reset buffer
return false;
}
//Do we have enough data to process
if(serialIncomingBufferIndex_ >MINIMUM_FROMPC_PACKETLENGTH)
{
if(CMD_READ == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD])
{
i2cPacketLength = 0;
}
else
{
i2cPacketLength =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE];
}
//Do we have a full packet
if(serialIncomingBufferIndex_ >= (i2cPacketLength +
MINIMUM_FROMPC_PACKETLENGTH + 1))
{
if(Checkfooter(serialIncomingBufferIndex_))
{
//We have a good packet
return true;
}
else
{
//Corrupt packet, reset
ResetSerialBuffer();
return false;
}
}
}
//We have run out of buffer space - something has gone wrong, so just reset
the buffer
if(serialIncomingBufferIndex_ >= (SERIAL_FROMPC_BUFFER_LENGTH -1))
{
ResetSerialBuffer();
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}
serialIncomingBufferIndex_++; //Move the index on
return false; //Not at the end of the packet yet
}
// Define the function which will handle the notifications
ISR(timer1Event)
{
resetTimer1();
timeStamp_++;
}
void loop()
{
byte inputBuffer[43];
byte finishedPacket = false;
byte timeout = 5;
byte i = 0;
byte lengthReceived = 0;
if(ProcessIncomingSerialData())
{
if(CMD_WRITE == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD])
{
//We are changing settings
if(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE] > 0)
{
//Create return packet for the PC
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE] = 0; //We did not timeout
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE] = serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES] = 0; //No data, just ack
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+1]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+2]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+3]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+4]

=
=
=
=

0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;

//Transfer data
for(int i = 0; i <
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE]+4; i++)
outgoingI2CBuffer[i] = serialIncomingBuffer[i+I2C_FROMPC_CMD];
//Send I2C packet
Wire.beginTransmission(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE]); //
transmit to device
Wire.write(outgoingI2CBuffer, I2C_TO_SENSOR_BUFFER_LENGTH);
Wire.endTransmission();
// stop transmitting
//Send serial ack to PC
for(int i = 0; i < (I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+5); i++)
Serial.write(serialToPCBuffer[i]);
}
}
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else if(CMD_READ == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD])
{
byte i2cPacketLength =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE] = 0;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE] = serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES] = i2cPacketLength;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_TIMESTAMP] = (timeStamp_ >> 24);
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_TIMESTAMP + 1 ] = (timeStamp_ >> 16) & 0xFF;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_TIMESTAMP + 2 ] = (timeStamp_ >> 8) & 0xFF;
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_TIMESTAMP + 3 ] = timeStamp_ & 0xFF;
//Perform I2C Read
outgoingI2CBuffer[0] = CMD_READ;
outgoingI2CBuffer[1] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_READWRITE_LOCATION];
outgoingI2CBuffer[2] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE];
//Send I2C packet
Wire.beginTransmission(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE]); //
transmit to device
Wire.write(outgoingI2CBuffer, 3); //Only requires 3 bytes
Wire.endTransmission();
// stop transmitting
Wire.requestFrom(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE],
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE]);
//Parse request
int i = 0;
int i2cTimeout = I2C_TIMEOUT; //1s
while( i < i2cPacketLength && i2cTimeout > 0)
// slave may send less
than requested
{
if(Wire.available())
{
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES + 1 + i] = Wire.read(); // receive
a byte as character
i++;
}
else
{
delay(1); //Wait 1ms
i2cTimeout--;
}
}
if(0 == timeout)
{
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE] = 1;
}
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//Add footer
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES

+
+
+
+

1
2
3
4

+
+
+
+

i2cPacketLength]
i2cPacketLength]
i2cPacketLength]
i2cPacketLength]

=
=
=
=

0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;

//Send to PC
for(int i = 0; i < (I2C_TOPC_NBYTES + 5 + i2cPacketLength); i++)
Serial.write(serialToPCBuffer[i]);
}
// Transmit the Calibration Data to the Interface Board
if(CMD_WRITE_CAL == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD])
{
//We are changing settings
if(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE] > 0)
{
//Create return packet for the PC
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE] = 0; //We did not timeout
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE] = serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES] = 0; //No data, just ack
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+1]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+2]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+3]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+4]

=
=
=
=

0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;

//Transfer data
for(int i = 0; i <
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_NUM_BYTES_TO_READWRITE]+4; i++)
{
outgoingI2CBuffer[i] = serialIncomingBuffer[i+I2C_FROMPC_CMD];
}
//Send I2C packet
Wire.beginTransmission(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE]); //
transmit to device
Wire.write(outgoingI2CBuffer, I2C_TO_SENSOR_BUFFER_LENGTH);
Wire.endTransmission();
// stop transmitting
//Send serial ack to PC
for(int i = 0; i < (I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+5); i++)
{
Serial.write(serialToPCBuffer[i]);
}
}
}
// Toggle the GPIO Pin to set the I2C address when doing Calibration test
else if (CMD_TOGGLE_GPIO == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD])
{
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE] =
serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ADDRESS_BYTE];
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serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TIMOUT_BYTE] = 0; //We did not timeout
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE] = serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_ID_BYTE];
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES] = 0; //No data, just ack
int toggle = serialToPCBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD+1];
if (TOGGLE_ALL == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD+1])
{
digitalWrite(singleTact1, HIGH);
digitalWrite(singleTact2, HIGH);
digitalWrite(singleTact3, HIGH);
digitalWrite(singleTact4, HIGH);
digitalWrite(singleTact5, HIGH);
digitalWrite(singleTact6, HIGH);
}
else if (TOGGLE_NONE == serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD+1])
{
digitalWrite(singleTact1, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact2, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact3, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact4, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact5, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact6, LOW);
Wire.endTransmission();
delay(50);
Wire.begin();
}
else
{
digitalWrite(singleTact1, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact2, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact3, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact4, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact5, LOW);
digitalWrite(singleTact6, LOW);
digitalWrite(serialIncomingBuffer[I2C_FROMPC_CMD+1], HIGH);
}
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+1]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+2]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+3]
serialToPCBuffer[I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+4]

=
=
=
=

0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;
0xFE;

//Send serial ack to PC
for(int i = 0; i < (I2C_TOPC_NBYTES+5); i++)
{
Serial.write(serialToPCBuffer[i]);
}
}
ResetSerialBuffer();
}
}

//Reset and wait for next command
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Appendix B
Calibration Data
This section contains the data analysis used to calibrate the SN-1 SingleTact sensor. Five
readings were collected at each test mass. The mean, median and standard deviation was
calculated from this data. We use the median values on the calibration curve along with
twice the standard deviation in each direction to establish a 95% confidence interval.

Force
Output Output Output Output Output 2*Standard
Weight (g)
(N)
1
2
3
4
5
Deviation
Median Output
10
0.098
40
41
42
41
43
2.28035085
41
20
0.196
64
72
68
72
73
7.536577473
72
30
0.294
122
118
114
120
114
7.155417528
118
40
0.392
148
155
151
156
142
11.36661779
151
50
0.49
183
182
187
172
170
14.79188967
182
60
0.588
227
196
197
212
225
29.5499577
212
70
0.686
222
234
240
258
247
27.07027891
240
80
0.784
267
264
288
287
265
24.38852189
267
90
0.882
319
315
309
333
336
23.30665141
319
100
0.98
331
339
340
332
315
20.02997753
332
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Appendix C
MATLAB Code for Two Trucks

This section contains the MATLAB code used to run the calculations and generate plots
for a 2-truck platoon. Three .csv files are needed to run the code, and can be found at the
following link: https://psu.box.com/s/idopb4jiojilkpnqrot2143ixlbq305h
%% Vasudev Vohra
% Honors Thesis Project - Rapid Estimation of Drag on Truck Platoons using
Water Bearings
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

___
_______
_
|__ \
|__
__|
| |
) |_____| |_ __ _
_ ___| | __
/ /______| | '__| | | |/ __| |/ /
/ /_
| | | | |_| | (__|
<
|____|
|_|_|
\__,_|\___|_|\_\

_____ _
_
| __ \| |
| |
| |__) | | __ _| |_ ___
___ _ __
| ___/| |/ _` | __/ _ \ / _ \| '_ \
| |
| | (_| | || (_) | (_) | | | |
|_|
|_|\__,_|\__\___/ \___/|_| |_|

clc, clear, close all
%% load files
leading1 = load('2truckleadingpart1.csv');
leading2 = load('2truckleadingpart2.csv');
trailing = load('2trucktrailing.csv');
%% excel to array
single = leading1(21500:21535,2);
leading5 = leading1(3510:3570,2); % raw data for leading truck at 5cm noseto-tail spacing
leading10 = leading1(23630:23690,2);
leading15 = leading1(23790:23850,2);
leading20 = leading1(32310:32370,2);
leading25 = leading2(2330:2390,2);
leading30 = leading2(18020:18080,2);
trailing5 = trailing(16051:16111,2);
trailing10 = trailing(17780:17840,2);
trailing15 = trailing(26210:26270,2);
trailing20 = trailing(26660:26720,2);
trailing25 = trailing(29310:29370,2);
trailing30 = trailing(29690:29750,2);
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%% raw output to force
force_single = (single-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667; % force on single truck (in N).
Calculated from calibration curve best fit
force_leading5= (leading5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667; % force (in N) on leading
truck for 5 cm spacing. Calculated from calibration curve best fit
force_leading10= (leading10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading15= (leading15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading20= (leading20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading25= (leading25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading30= (leading30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing5= (trailing5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing10= (trailing10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing15= (trailing15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing20= (trailing20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing25= (trailing25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing30= (trailing30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
%% force to drag coefficient
speed_low = 3.6068*(4) - 2.7906; % tunnel speed at 4/10 setting
speed_high = 3.6068*(7) - 2.7906; % tunnel speed at 7/10 setting
density = 1.225; % density of air at sea level and at 15 °C
area = 0.043*0.035; % area of truck model (downscaled from original
dimensions on volvo website)
Cd_single = 2*force_single/density/(speed_high)^2/area; % Coefficient of drag
for single truck
Cd_leading5 = 2*force_leading5/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading10 = 2*force_leading10/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading15 = 2*force_leading15/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading20 = 2*force_leading20/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading25 = 2*force_leading25/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading30 = 2*force_leading30/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing5 = 2*force_trailing5/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing10 = 2*force_trailing10/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing15 = 2*force_trailing15/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing20 = 2*force_trailing20/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing25 = 2*force_trailing25/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing30 = 2*force_trailing30/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
%% drag coefficient to drag coefficient ratio
Cdmean_single = mean(Cd_single);
Cdratio_leading5 = Cd_leading5/Cdmean_single; % Ratio of Cd for the vehicle
in platoon and Cd for the vehicle in isolation
Cdratio_leading10 = Cd_leading10/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_leading15 = Cd_leading15/Cdmean_single;
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Cdratio_leading20 = Cd_leading20/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_leading25 = Cd_leading25/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_leading30 = Cd_leading30/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing5 = Cd_trailing5/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing10 = Cd_trailing10/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing15 = Cd_trailing15/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing20 = Cd_trailing20/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing25 = Cd_trailing25/Cdmean_single;
Cdratio_trailing30 = Cd_trailing30/Cdmean_single;
%% drag coefficient ratio to mean of drag coefficient ratio
mean_leading5 = mean(Cdratio_leading5); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading10 = mean(Cdratio_leading10);
mean_leading15 = mean(Cdratio_leading15);
mean_leading20 = mean(Cdratio_leading20);
mean_leading25 = mean(Cdratio_leading25);
mean_leading30 = mean(Cdratio_leading30);
mean_leading = [mean_leading5 mean_leading10 mean_leading15 mean_leading20
mean_leading25 mean_leading30]; %Single array for plotting
mean_trailing5 = mean(Cdratio_trailing5);
mean_trailing10 = mean(Cdratio_trailing10);
mean_trailing15 = mean(Cdratio_trailing15);
mean_trailing20 = mean(Cdratio_trailing20);
mean_trailing25 = mean(Cdratio_trailing25);
mean_trailing30 = mean(Cdratio_trailing30);
mean_trailing = [mean_trailing5 mean_trailing10 mean_trailing15
mean_trailing20 mean_trailing25 mean_trailing30];% Single array for plotting

%% drag coefficient ratio to 2*standard deviation
errorbar_leading5 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading5); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading10 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading10);
errorbar_leading15 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading15);
errorbar_leading20 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading20);
errorbar_leading25 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading25);
errorbar_leading30 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading30);
errorbar_leading_vert = [errorbar_leading5 errorbar_leading10
errorbar_leading15 errorbar_leading20 errorbar_leading25 errorbar_leading30];
errorbar_trailing5 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing5);
errorbar_trailing10 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing10);
errorbar_trailing15 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing15);
errorbar_trailing20 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing20);
errorbar_trailing25 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing25);
errorbar_trailing30 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing30);
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errorbar_trailing_vert = [errorbar_trailing5 errorbar_trailing10
errorbar_trailing15 errorbar_trailing20 errorbar_trailing25
errorbar_trailing30];
trucklength = 32.4/100; % truck length in m
errorbar_horizontal = [0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001]*2/trucklength; %
horizontal errorbar (calculated as 2*1mm error)
errorbar_vertaverageq = 2*(std(Cdratio_leading5)^2 +
std(Cdratio_trailing10)^2 + std(Cdratio_trailing10)^2 +
std(Cdratio_leading5)^2 + std(Cdratio_trailing10)^2 +
std(Cdratio_trailing10)^2)^0.5;
errorbar_vert_average = [errorbar_vertaverageq errorbar_vertaverageq
errorbar_vertaverageq errorbar_vertaverageq errorbar_vertaverageq
errorbar_vertaverageq ];
%
%
%
%
%
%

errorbar_average5 = (errorbar_leading5^2 +
errorbar_average10 = (errorbar_leading10^2
errorbar_average15 = (errorbar_leading15^2
errorbar_average20 = (errorbar_leading20^2
errorbar_average25 = (errorbar_leading25^2
errorbar_average30 = (errorbar_leading30^2

errorbar_trailing5^2)^0.5;
+ errorbar_trailing10^2)^0.5;
+ errorbar_trailing15^2)^0.5;
+ errorbar_trailing20^2)^0.5;
+ errorbar_trailing25^2)^0.5;
+ errorbar_trailing30^2)^0.5;

% errorbar_vert_average = [errorbar_average5 errorbar_average10
errorbar_average15 errorbar_average20 errorbar_average25 errorbar_average30];
errorbar_hori_averageq = 0.001*6^0.5;
errorbar_hori_average = [errorbar_hori_averageq errorbar_hori_averageq
errorbar_hori_averageq errorbar_hori_averageq errorbar_hori_averageq
errorbar_hori_averageq];
%% distances
distances = [0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]; %spacings for which data was
collected
distvehiclelength = distances/trucklength; % normalized spacing
%% Averaged drag coefficient
truck_num = 2;
Cd_average5 = (mean_leading5 +
Cd_average10 = (mean_leading10
Cd_average15 = (mean_leading15
Cd_average20 = (mean_leading20
Cd_average25 = (mean_leading25
Cd_average30 = (mean_leading30

mean_trailing5)/truck_num;
+ mean_trailing10)/truck_num;
+ mean_trailing15)/truck_num;
+ mean_trailing20)/truck_num;
+ mean_trailing25)/truck_num;
+ mean_trailing30)/truck_num;

Cd_average = [Cd_average5 Cd_average10 Cd_average15 Cd_average20 Cd_average25
Cd_average30];
figure(2)
hold on
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errorbar(distvehiclelength,Cd_average,errorbar_vert_average,'vertical','Color
',[0 0.75 0.75],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck vertical error
bars
errorbar(distvehiclelength,Cd_average,errorbar_hori_average,'horizontal','Col
or',[0 0.75 0.75],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck horizontal
error bars
plot(distvehiclelength, Cd_average,'*','Color',[0 0 0],'LineWidth',2)
title('2-truck Platoon at 22.5 m/s' ,'fontsize',14)
ylabel('C_d Platoon Avg / C_d Isolation','fontsize',14)
xlabel('Tail-to-Nose Spacing (in Vehicle Lengths)','fontsize',14)
axis([0 1 0 1])

%% data from literature
% (adapted from 'Aerodynamic Forces on Truck Models, Including Two Trucks in
Tandem')
Cdratio_leading_lit = [0.8 0.81 0.805 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.895]; % Cd ratio
visually estimated from plot
Cdratio_trailing_lit = [0.5 0.55 0.58 0.65 0.72 0.75 0.8 0.83];
Distance_lit = [0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 ] ;
Distance_area_lit =Distance_lit*0.1955/0.983; % distance multiplied by area
and divided by length to compare similar similar quantities on x-axis
%% plots
figure(1)
hold on
h1 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength,mean_leading,errorbar_leading_vert,'vertical','Col
or',[0 0.5 1],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck vertical error
bars
h9 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength,mean_leading,errorbar_horizontal,'horizontal','Col
or',[0 0.5 1],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck horizontal error
bars
h2 = plot(distvehiclelength,mean_leading,'bx','LineWidth',2); % lead truck
data
h5 = plot(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_leading_lit,'*','Color',[0 0.8
1],'LineWidth',2); %lead truck from literature
% h6 = scatter(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_leading_lit,'b*','LineWidth',2);
%lead truck from literature
h3 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength,mean_trailing,errorbar_trailing_vert,'vertical','C
olor',[1 0.5 0.25],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2); %trailing truck
vertical error bars
h10 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength,mean_trailing,errorbar_horizontal,'horizontal','Co
lor',[1 0.5 0.25],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2); %trailing truck
horizontal error bars
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h4 = plot(distvehiclelength,mean_trailing,'x','Color',[0.5 0.125
0.125],'LineWidth',2); % trailing truck data
h7 = plot(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'r*','LineWidth',2); %
trailing truck (from literature)
h8 = scatter(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'r*','LineWidth',2); %
trailing truck (from literature)
title('2-truck Platoon at 22.5 m/s' ,'fontsize',14)
ylabel('C_d Platoon / C_d Isolation','fontsize',14)
xlabel('Tail-to-Nose Spacing (in Vehicle Lengths)','fontsize',14)
legend([h2 h5 h4 h7],'Leading truck','Leading truck (Hammache et
al.)','Trailing truck','Trailing truck (Hammache et
al.)','location','southeast')
axis([0 1 0 1])
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Appendix D
MATLAB Code for Three Trucks
This section contains the MATLAB code used to run the calculations and generate plots
for a 3-truck platoon. Eight .csv files are needed to run the code, and can be found at the
following link: https://psu.box.com/s/idopb4jiojilkpnqrot2143ixlbq305h
%% Vasudev Vohra
% Honors Thesis Project - Rapid Estimation of Drag on Truck Platoons using
Water Bearings
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

____
_______
_
|___ \
|__
__|
| |
__) |_____| |_ __ _
_ ___| | __
|__ <______| | '__| | | |/ __| |/ /
___) |
| | | | |_| | (__|
<
|____/
|_|_|
\__,_|\___|_|\_\

_____ _
_
| __ \| |
| |
| |__) | | __ _| |_ ___
___ _ __
| ___/| |/ _` | __/ _ \ / _ \| '_ \
| |
| | (_| | || (_) | (_) | | | |
|_|
|_|\__,_|\__\___/ \___/|_| |_|

clc, clear, close all
%% load files
middleupto10 = load('Upto10middle.csv');
middleupto20 = load('Upto20middle.csv');
middleupto30 = load('Upto30middle.csv');
leadingupto10 = load('Leadingupto10.csv');
leadingupto20 = load('Leadingupto20.csv');
leadingupto30 = load('Leadingupto30.csv');
trailingupto10 = load('Trailingupto10.csv');
trailingupto15 = load('Trailingupto15.csv');

%% excel to array
single4 = middleupto10(1360:(1360+900),2);
single7 = middleupto10(3620:(3620+900),2);
middle4_5 = middleupto10(13530:(13530+900),2);
middle7_5 = middleupto10(15300:(15300+900),2);
middle4_10 = middleupto10(24750:(24750+900),2);
middle7_10 = middleupto10(28000:(28000+900),2);
middle4_15 = middleupto20(23480:(23480+900),2);
middle7_15 = middleupto20(24760:(24760+900),2);
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middle4_20 = middleupto20(37178:(37178+900),2);
middle7_20 = middleupto20(38240:(38240+900),2);
middle4_25 = middleupto30(25880:(25880+900),2);
middle7_25 = middleupto30(27970:(27970+900),2);
middle4_30 = middleupto30(36760:(36760+900),2);
middle7_30 = middleupto30(38520:(38520+900),2);
trailing4_5 = trailingupto10(26930:(26930+900),2);
trailing7_5 = trailingupto10(28710:(28710+900),2);
trailing4_10 = trailingupto10(37150:(37150+900),2);
trailing7_10 = trailingupto10(38600:(38600+900),2);
trailing4_15 = trailingupto15(36880:(36880+900),2);
trailing7_15 = trailingupto15(38480:(38480+900),2);
leading4_5 = leadingupto10(26710:(26710+900),2);
leading7_5 = leadingupto10(28310:(28310+900),2);
leading4_10 = leadingupto10(36300:(36300+900),2);
leading7_10 = leadingupto10(37740:(37740+900),2);
leading4_15 = leadingupto20(25580:(25580+900),2);
leading7_15 = leadingupto20(27200:(27200+900),2);
leading4_20 = leadingupto20(36760:(36760+900),2);
leading7_20 = leadingupto20(38510:(38510+900),2);
leading4_25 = leadingupto30(24960:(24960+900),2);
leading7_25 = leadingupto30(26570:(26570+900),2);
leading4_30 = leadingupto30(36940:(36940+900),2);
leading7_30 = leadingupto30(38530:(38530+900),2);
%% raw output to force
force_single4 = (single4-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667; % force on single truck (in
N). Calculated from calibration curve best fit
force_single7 = (single7-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_5= (middle4_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle7_5= (middle7_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_10= (middle4_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle7_10= (middle7_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_15= (middle4_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle7_15= (middle7_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_20= (middle4_20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
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force_middle7_20= (middle7_20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_25= (middle4_25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle7_25= (middle7_25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle4_30= (middle4_30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_middle7_30= (middle7_30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;

force_leading4_5= (leading4_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_5= (leading7_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;% force (in N) on leading
truck for 5 cm spacing. Calculated from calibration curve best fit
force_leading4_10= (leading4_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_10= (leading7_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading4_15= (leading4_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_15= (leading7_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading4_20= (leading4_20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_20= (leading7_20-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading4_25= (leading4_25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_25= (leading7_25-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading4_30= (leading4_30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_leading7_30= (leading7_30-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing4_5= (trailing4_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing7_5= (trailing7_5-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing4_10= (trailing4_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing7_10= (trailing7_10-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing4_15= (trailing4_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;
force_trailing7_15= (trailing7_15-13.733)*0.0098/3.2667;

%% force to drag coefficient
speed_low = 3.6068*(4) - 2.7906; % tunnel speed at 4/10 setting
speed_high = 3.6068*(7) - 2.7906; % tunnel speed at 7/10 setting
density = 1.225; % density of air at sea level and at 15 °C
area = 0.043*0.035; % area of truck model (downscaled from original
dimensions on volvo website)
Cd_single4 = 2*force_single4/density/(speed_low)^2/area; % Coefficient of
drag for single truck
Cd_single7 = 2*force_single7/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_middle4_5 = 2*force_middle4_5/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_5 = 2*force_middle7_5/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
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Cd_middle4_10 = 2*force_middle4_10/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_10 = 2*force_middle7_10/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_middle4_15 = 2*force_middle4_15/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_15 = 2*force_middle7_15/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_middle4_20 = 2*force_middle4_20/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_20 = 2*force_middle7_20/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_middle4_25 = 2*force_middle4_25/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_25 = 2*force_middle7_25/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_middle4_30 = 2*force_middle4_30/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_middle7_30 = 2*force_middle7_30/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_5 = 2*force_leading4_5/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_5 = 2*force_leading7_5/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_10 = 2*force_leading4_10/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_10 = 2*force_leading7_10/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_15 = 2*force_leading4_15/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_15 = 2*force_leading7_15/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_20 = 2*force_leading4_20/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_20 = 2*force_leading7_20/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_25 = 2*force_leading4_25/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_25 = 2*force_leading7_25/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_leading4_30 = 2*force_leading4_30/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_leading7_30 = 2*force_leading7_30/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing4_5 = 2*force_trailing4_5/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_trailing7_5 = 2*force_trailing7_5/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing4_10 = 2*force_trailing4_10/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_trailing7_10 = 2*force_trailing7_10/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
Cd_trailing4_15 = 2*force_trailing4_15/density/(speed_low)^2/area;
Cd_trailing7_15 = 2*force_trailing7_15/density/(speed_high)^2/area;
%% drag coefficient to drag coefficient ratio
Cdmean_single4 = mean(Cd_single4);
Cdmean_single7 = mean(Cd_single7);
Cdratio_middle4_5 = Cd_middle4_5/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_middle7_5 = Cd_middle7_5/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_middle4_10 = Cd_middle4_10/Cdmean_single4;
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Cdratio_middle7_10 = Cd_middle7_10/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_middle4_15 = Cd_middle4_15/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_middle7_15 = Cd_middle7_15/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_middle4_20 = Cd_middle4_20/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_middle7_20 = Cd_middle7_20/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_middle4_25 = Cd_middle4_25/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_middle7_25 = Cd_middle7_25/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_middle4_30 = Cd_middle4_30/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_middle7_30 = Cd_middle7_30/Cdmean_single7;

Cdratio_leading4_5 = Cd_leading4_5/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_5 = Cd_leading7_5/Cdmean_single7; % Ratio of Cd for the
vehicle in platoon and Cd for the vehicle in isolation
Cdratio_leading4_10 = Cd_leading4_10/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_10 = Cd_leading7_10/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_leading4_15 = Cd_leading4_15/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_15 = Cd_leading7_15/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_leading4_20 = Cd_leading4_20/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_20 = Cd_leading7_20/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_leading4_25 = Cd_leading4_25/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_25 = Cd_leading7_25/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_leading4_30 = Cd_leading4_30/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_leading7_30 = Cd_leading7_30/Cdmean_single7;

Cdratio_trailing4_5 = Cd_trailing4_5/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_trailing7_5 = Cd_trailing7_5/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_trailing4_10 = Cd_trailing4_10/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_trailing7_10 = Cd_trailing7_10/Cdmean_single7;
Cdratio_trailing4_15 = Cd_trailing4_15/Cdmean_single4;
Cdratio_trailing7_15 = Cd_trailing7_15/Cdmean_single7;

%% drag coefficient ratio to mean of drag coefficient ratio
mean_middle4_5 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_5); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_5 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_5);
mean_middle4_10 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_10); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_10 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_10);
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mean_middle4_15 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_15); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_15 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_15);
mean_middle4_20 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_20); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_20 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_20);
mean_middle4_25 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_25); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_25 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_25);
mean_middle4_30 = mean(Cdratio_middle4_30); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_middle7_30 = mean(Cdratio_middle7_30);
mean_middle4 = [mean_middle4_5 mean_middle4_10 mean_middle4_15
mean_middle4_20 mean_middle4_25 mean_middle4_30];% Single array for plotting
mean_middle7 = [mean_middle7_5 mean_middle7_10 mean_middle7_15
mean_middle7_20 mean_middle7_25 mean_middle7_30];% Single array for plotting
mean_leading4_5 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_5); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_5 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_5);
mean_leading4_10 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_10); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_10 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_10);
mean_leading4_15 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_15); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_15 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_15);
mean_leading4_20 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_20); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_20 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_20);
mean_leading4_25 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_25); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_25 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_25);
mean_leading4_30 = mean(Cdratio_leading4_30); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_leading7_30 = mean(Cdratio_leading7_30);
mean_leading4 = [mean_leading4_5 mean_leading4_10 mean_leading4_15
mean_leading4_20 mean_leading4_25 mean_leading4_30];% Single array for
plotting
mean_leading7 = [mean_leading7_5 mean_leading7_10 mean_leading7_15
mean_leading7_20 mean_leading7_25 mean_leading7_30];% Single array for
plotting

mean_trailing4_5 = mean(Cdratio_trailing4_5); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_trailing7_5 = mean(Cdratio_trailing7_5);
mean_trailing4_10 = mean(Cdratio_trailing4_10); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_trailing7_10 = mean(Cdratio_trailing7_10);
mean_trailing4_15 = mean(Cdratio_trailing4_15); % mean of Cd ratios
mean_trailing7_15 = mean(Cdratio_trailing7_15);
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mean_trailing4 =
Single array for
mean_trailing7 =
Single array for

[mean_trailing4_5 mean_trailing4_10 mean_trailing4_15 ];%
plotting
[mean_trailing7_5 mean_trailing7_10 mean_trailing7_15 ];%
plotting

%% drag coefficient ratio to 2*standard deviation
errorbar_middle4_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_5); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_5);
errorbar_middle4_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_10); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_10);
errorbar_middle4_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_15); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_15);
errorbar_middle4_20 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_20); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_20 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_20);
errorbar_middle4_25 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_25); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_25 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_25);
errorbar_middle4_30 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle4_30); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_middle7_30 = 2*std(Cdratio_middle7_30);
errorbar_middle_vert4 = [errorbar_middle4_5 errorbar_middle4_10
errorbar_middle4_15 errorbar_middle4_20 errorbar_middle4_25
errorbar_middle4_30];
errorbar_middle_vert7 = [errorbar_middle7_5 errorbar_middle7_10
errorbar_middle7_15 errorbar_middle7_20 errorbar_middle7_25
errorbar_middle7_30];
errorbar_leading4_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_5); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading7_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_5);
errorbar_leading4_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_10); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading7_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_10);
errorbar_leading4_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_15); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading7_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_15);
errorbar_leading4_20 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_20); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
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errorbar_leading7_20 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_20);
errorbar_leading4_25 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_25); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading7_25 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_25);
errorbar_leading4_30 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading4_30); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_leading7_30 = 2*std(Cdratio_leading7_30);
errorbar_leading_vert4 = [errorbar_leading4_5 errorbar_leading4_10
errorbar_leading4_15 errorbar_leading4_20 errorbar_leading4_25
errorbar_leading4_30];
errorbar_leading_vert7 = [errorbar_leading7_5 errorbar_leading7_10
errorbar_leading7_15 errorbar_leading7_20 errorbar_leading7_25
errorbar_leading7_30];
errorbar_trailing4_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing4_5); % vertical error bars (two
standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_trailing7_5 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing7_5);
errorbar_trailing4_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing4_10); % vertical error bars
(two standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_trailing7_10 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing7_10);
errorbar_trailing4_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing4_15); % vertical error bars
(two standard deviations for 95% confidence level)
errorbar_trailing7_15 = 2*std(Cdratio_trailing7_15);
errorbar_trailing_vert4 = [errorbar_trailing4_5 errorbar_trailing4_10
errorbar_trailing4_15];
errorbar_trailing_vert7 = [errorbar_trailing7_5 errorbar_trailing7_10
errorbar_trailing7_15];
trucklength = 32.4/100; % truck length in m
errorbar_horizontal = [0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001]*2/trucklength; %
horizontal errorbar (calculated as 2*1mm error)
errorbar_horizontal_trailing = [0.001 0.001 0.001]*2/trucklength; %
horizontal errorbar (calculated as 2*1mm error)
%% distances
distances_middle = [0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30]; %spacings for which data
was collected
distances_leading = [0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30] + 0.01;
distances_trailing = [0.05 0.10 0.15] - 0.01;
distvehiclelength_middle = distances_middle/trucklength; % normalized spacing
distvehiclelength_leading = distances_leading/trucklength;
distvehiclelength_trailing = distances_trailing/trucklength;
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%% data from literature
% (adapted from 'Aerodynamic Forces on Truck Models, Including Two Trucks in
Tandem')
Cdratio_leading_lit = [0.8 0.81 0.805 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.895]; % Cd ratio
visually estimated from plot
Cdratio_trailing_lit = [0.5 0.55 0.58 0.65 0.72 0.75 0.8 0.83];
Distance_lit = [0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 ] ;
Distance_area_lit =Distance_lit*0.1955/0.983; % distance multiplied by area
and divided by length to compare similar similar quantities on x-axis
%% plots
hold on
figure(1)
h11_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle4,errorbar_middle_vert4,'vertica
l','Color',[0 0.55 0],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% middle truck
vertical error bars
h12_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle4,errorbar_horizontal,'horizonta
l','Color',[0 0.55 0],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% middle truck
horizontal error bars
h13_4 = plot(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle4,'x','Color',[0 0.31
0],'LineWidth',2); % middle truck data
h1_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading4,errorbar_leading_vert4,'vert
ical','Color',[0 0.7 0.93],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck
vertical error bars
h9_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading4,errorbar_horizontal,'horizon
tal','Color',[0 0.7 0.93],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck
horizontal error bars
h2_4 = plot(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading4,'x','Color',[.4 0
1],'LineWidth',2); % lead truck data
% h5 = plot(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_leading_lit,'k','LineWidth',2); %lead
truck from literature
% h6 = scatter(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_leading_lit,'k','LineWidth',2);
%lead truck from literature
h3_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing4,errorbar_trailing_vert4,'v
ertical','Color',[0.78 0.36 .30],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2); %trailing
truck vertical error bars
h10_4 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing4,errorbar_horizontal_traili
ng,'horizontal','Color',[0.78 0.36 .30],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);
%trailing truck horizontal error bars
h4_4 = plot(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing4,'x','Color',[0.63 0.14
0.13],'LineWidth',2); % trailing truck data
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% h7_4 =
trailing
% h7_7 =
trailing

plot(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'g','LineWidth',2); %
truck (from literature)
plot(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'g','LineWidth',2); %
truck (from literature)

% h8_4 =
trailing
% h8_7 =
trailing

scatter(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'g','LineWidth',2); %
truck (from literature)
scatter(Distance_area_lit,Cdratio_trailing_lit,'g','LineWidth',2); %
truck (from literature)

title('3-truck Platoon at 11.5 m/s' ,'fontsize',14)
ylabel('C_d Platoon / C_d Isolation','fontsize',14)
xlabel('Tail-to-Nose Spacing (in Vehicle Lengths)','fontsize',14)
legend([h13_4 h2_4 h4_4 ],'Middle Truck (11.5m/s)','Leading truck
(11.5m/s)','Trailing truck (11.5m/s)','location','southeast')
axis([0 1 0 1.2])

%%
figure (2)
hold on
h11_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle7,errorbar_middle_vert7,'vertica
l','Color',[0 0.55 0],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% middle truck
vertical error bars
h12_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle7,errorbar_horizontal,'horizonta
l','Color',[0 0.55 0],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% middle truck
horizontal error bars
h13_7 = plot(distvehiclelength_middle,mean_middle7,'*','Color',[0 0.31
0],'LineWidth',2); % middle truck data
h1_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading7,errorbar_leading_vert7,'vert
ical','Color',[0 0.7 0.93],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck
vertical error bars
h9_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading7,errorbar_horizontal,'horizon
tal','Color',[0 0.7 0.93],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);% lead truck
horizontal error bars
h2_7 = plot(distvehiclelength_leading,mean_leading7,'*','Color',[.4 0
1],'LineWidth',2); % lead truck data
h3_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing7,errorbar_trailing_vert7,'v
ertical','Color',[0.78 0.36 .30],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2); %trailing
truck vertical error bars
h10_7 =
errorbar(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing7,errorbar_horizontal_traili
ng,'horizontal','Color',[0.78 0.36 .30],'LineStyle','none','LineWidth',2);
%trailing truck horizontal error bars
h4_7 = plot(distvehiclelength_trailing,mean_trailing7,'*','Color',[0.63 0.14
0.13],'LineWidth',2); % trailing truck data
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title('3-truck Platoon at 22.5 m/s' ,'fontsize',14)
ylabel('C_d Platoon / C_d Isolation','fontsize',14)
xlabel('Tail-to-Nose Spacing (in Vehicle Lengths)','fontsize',14)
legend([h13_7 h2_7 h4_7 ],'Middle Truck (22.5m/s)','Leading truck
(22.5m/s)','Trailing truck (22.5m/s)','location','southeast')
axis([0 1 0 1.2])
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